Insurance Participation

- BCBS~~ including MEDICARE replacement
  BCBS (GZ & HX REQUIRE A REFERRAL)
  ALL AETNA’s including MEDICARE REPLACEMENT
- ALL UHC including MEDICARE REPLACEMENT
- HUMANA, EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
  HMO GOLD (unless they have IN & OUT of network benefits) & MEDICARE PPO
- FIRST HEALTH
- CIGNA
- BRAVO HEALTH
- THREE RIVERS
- COVENTRY
- BEECH STREET
- UMR
- TX TRUE CHOICE
- ASSURANT HEALTH
- ENTRUST
- GROUP & PENSION
- MEDICAID **TRADITIONAL ONLY**
- WEB TPA
- MEDICARE PART B
- MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS SUCH AS AARP,
  MUTUAL OF OMAHA
  BANKERS LIFE, USAA
- GEHA/PHCS
- TRICARE FOR LIFE, STANDARD AND PRIME
- HEALTH SMART
- COMMUNITY FIRST** WITH REFERRAL
  ((COMMERCIAL))
- GILSBAR
- CARE IMPROVEMENT
- GOLDEN RULE
- CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
- GREAT WEST

Plans that We DO NOT Participate With

- WELL MED
- UNICARE
- PACIFICARE
- SECURE HORIZON
- ADVANTRA FREEDOM
- HUMANA HMO GOLD
- HUMANA MEDICARE PPO
- MEDICAID: SUPERIOR, AETNA,
  AMERIGROUP, MOLINA & COMMUNITY FIRST
Russell Dean Havranek, M.D. participates in most major insurance plans.*
Please check with your insurance company to verify benefits, and determine your co-pay amount.

Please note your co-pay is due at the time of your appointment. Should you have additional questions, or need clarification, about a diagnostic test or scheduled procedure, please contact the office directly. Our staff is dedicated to helping you obtain the important information and documentation you need for insurance purposes.

Call us at (210) 615-1212 regarding any insurance questions that you need assistance with.

*List of participating insurance providers is subject to change. Please confirm acceptance and benefits prior to scheduled appointment.